Establishment of a human intrapleural hyperthermic perfusion model and analysis of pleural malignancy treatment depth.
Although human intrapleural hyperthermic perfusion (HIHP) has achieved excellent palliative effects in metastatic pleural malignancies, the optimum treatment conditions, including inlet temperature and treatment times based on tumor size, have yet to be determined. However, such information is recognized to be critical for treatment planning in clinics. Therefore, the current research aimed to solve these issues. Using the finite-element method (FEM), a simplified three-dimensional HIHP model was established and verified according to the temperature data of specific measuring points based on a clinical therapeutic case. Ultimately, the treatment depth of pleural malignancies was obtained by employing an equivalent thermal dose of 80 min as the damage threshold. The treatment depth of parietal pleural malignancies (PPM) is much larger than that of visceral pleura malignancies (VPM), and can therefore be overlooked. In addition, the average treatment depth of the PPM increased by 1 mm as treatment time increased by 30 min during the 60-120 min time frame and as the inlet temperature increased by 1 °C, while there was no further increase when treatment time exceeded 120 min. HIHP can provide superior treatment for PPM and only provided faintly therapeutic effects on VPM, and may not be appropriate for the larger VPM. Although we only studied one example in this article, this is the beginning of an intensive study into the detailed thermal behavior of pleural tissues under HIHP, and further analysis on more realistic cases is currently underway.